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Abstract: Memory management is one of the
most important and fundamental services offered to
software applications by operating systems and other
system environments. It may have a significant im-
pact on the efficiency of the application, both in
terms of running time and memory consumption.
In the past decade, several new memory allocators
have been developed with the goal of scalability in
the multi-threaded environments. The main driving
force for these developments is a transition of com-
puter hardware from single-core to multi-core pro-
cessors.

In this paper we present an experimental evalua-
tion of six general-purpose memory allocators, which
are all available under an open-source software li-
cense. For the purpose of the evaluation we focus
on several performance criteria. First, we examine
the performance, i.e., running time and memory con-
sumption, of several software applications when run-
ning with different memory allocators. Afterwards,
using our own benchmark program, we examine the
locality of allocated blocks and scalability in the con-
text of multi-threading. Finally, we focus on the
memory consumption and fragmentation.

Index Terms: memory, allocation, experimental
evaluation, performance

1. Introduction

In this paper we focus on memory management,
which is one of the fundamental services of-

fered to software applications by operating systems,
execution environments, and standard libraries of
programming languages. General-purpose memory-
management systems basically offer two operations:
allocation and deallocation of the memory, where
the former deals with the reservation of a portion
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of memory, and the latter with the release of the
corresponding reserved portion.

Dynamic memory allocation deals with memory
allocation at the application run time, i.e., during
its execution, while static memory allocation is per-
formed at compile time. In this paper we are mainly
interested in the dynamic memory management; in
particular, our goal is to experimentally evaluate
various memory management systems. We are in-
terested in their performance under various condi-
tions as well as in the effect various memory al-
location systems have on the performance of ap-
plications. Since memory allocation is such a fun-
damental operation in any software application, its
efficiency is of a greater importance.

From the programmer’s point of view, proper
memory management is usually considered a te-
dious and mundane programming task. As such
many high-level programming languages support au-
tomatic memory management via garbage collec-
tion mechanism which automatically recycles mem-
ory that is not used anymore. Nevertheless, the
programmer must still take care for proper alloca-
tion of memory. On the contrast, many system pro-
gramming languages support only manual memory
management where the programmer must explicitly
allocate as well as deallocate memory. No matter
what is the approach, every memory allocation and
deallocation system must be correct, efficient, flex-
ible, and easy to use [14].

In the last few decades we have witnessed a tran-
sition from single core to multi-core processors [15].
This transition and also a diversity of applications,
platforms, and allocations techniques have been the
main driving force for several new developments of
memory allocators, such as Google’s thread-caching
allocator and others.

According to [11, 12] a good memory allocator
needs to balance a number of goals, such as max-
imizing compatibility, portability, tunability, local-
ity, and error detection as well as minimizing space,
time, and anomalies. Notice that, the effect of
memory allocator on the application performance



may be significant; in particular, the difference in
efficiency may be as high as 50% between different
allocators.

In the scientific literature several evaluations
of memory management systems were already per-
formed. Impact of block placement inside cache in-
dex was examined in [2] and causes of memory frag-
mentation were examined in [10]. Recently, a study
in [3] tested performance of four allocators, but they
did not include jemalloc or Lockless in benchmarks.

In the next section we give a brief overview of
the memory allocators selected for the experimental
evaluation. Afterwards, in Section 3, we present the
experimental setting and our benchmark program.
Furthermore, we describe the experimental evalua-
tion and discuss the results. Finally, in Section 4,
we conclude the paper.

2. Memory Allocation

In this section we briefly describe general-purpose
memory allocators (often abbreviated as malloc),
which we included in the experimental evaluation.
One of the selection criteria was that the allocator is
publicly available under an open-source license and
that its development has not been abandoned.

Doug Lea’s malloc (dlmalloc) The develop-
ment of this memory allocator [12] was initiated in
1987 by Doug Lea. It has been maintained and
evolved with the help of many volunteer contribu-
tors ever since. Blocks are stored in linked lists and
efficiently implemented with a technique of bound-
ary tags. The allocator is not scalable and uses a
global lock to synchronize allocation requests.

GNU malloc (gnumalloc) This allocator is a
part of the GNU C library [1] and is its default allo-
cator. It is based on ptmalloc [9], which is further
based on dlmalloc. Most important difference to
dlmalloc is in the use of multiple arenas for concur-
rent allocation and deallocation of memory. Each
arena has its own lock for synchronization purposes.

Hoard (hoard) The goal of this allocator is a
scalable memory allocation and availability in sev-
eral operating systems [4]. It was developed in
the C++ programming language by Emery Berger
around 2000. It separates heap into per-processor
heaps and a global heap. All heaps use locks. Small
blocks are stored inside superblocks of size 64 KiB;
blocks bigger than half of the size of a superblock
are mapped directly using the operating system.

Jason Evans’ malloc (jemalloc) This alloca-
tor’s main design goal is fragmentation avoidance

and scalable concurrency support [7]. It was devel-
oped by Jason Evans around 2006 and is the default
allocator of the FreeBSD operating system; addi-
tionally, it is also used in Firefox internet browser
and Redis database. It uses both arenas and thread
local storage to concurrently allocate blocks. Blocks
are stored with combination of binary buddy systems
and bitmaps inside chunks of size 2 MiB; bigger
blocks store corresponding metadata in red-black
trees.

Thread-caching malloc (tcmalloc) Engineers
at Google recently developed a new allocator writ-
ten in C++ programming language with the main
focus on good performance with threads [8]. It
uses thread cache (thread local storage) to allo-
cate blocks smaller than 32 KiB without using locks,
while blocks bigger than 32 KiB are handled by the
central page heap.

Lockless (lockless) As is suggested by the name,
this allocator avoids locking when allocating blocks
by using thread-local storage and lock-free queues
[13]. Blocks smaller than 512 B are stored in SLABs
(a contiguous piece of memory) [5], blocks bigger
than 512 B and smaller than 256 MiB are stored in
B-tree while blocks bigger than 256 MiB are mapped
directly using the operating system.

3. Experimental Evaluation

In this section we describe the experimental evalua-
tion of the above described memory allocators and
discuss the results. In what follows, we first describe
the test environment used to perform experimental
evaluation. In Subsection 3.2 we present the first ex-
periment with several well-known applications and
discuss the efficiency (running time and memory
consumption) of the allocators. Afterwards, we de-
scribe our benchmark program followed by several
subsections each describing one experiment and the
corresponding results. In the experiments where the
running time was measured we took the median of
three measurements.

3.1 Test Environment

We performed the experimental evaluation using a
computer equipped with Intel Core i5-4570 proces-
sor running at 3,2 GHz. The installed memory hi-
erarchy consists of 32 KiB of L1 cache, 256 KiB
of L2 cache, and 16 GiB of main memory. The
computer was installed with GNU/Linux operating
system running kernel version 3.13.

In the command-line interface of the Linux op-
erating system, it is very straightforward to select
memory allocator for a particular program: it can be



simply specified using the LD PRELOAD environment
variable by providing the path to the corresponding
dynamic library containing the allocator. For exam-
ple, to select jemalloc we execute a program with
the following (one-line) command

LD_PRELOAD="/usr/local/lib/libjemalloc.so"
./program

3.2 Application Performance

Let us first present the performance of the chosen
memory allocators when used with various applica-
tion programs, namely perl, gcc, and sed, all well-
known programs in the Unix/Linux world. We mea-
sured running time and memory consumption for the
three programs and six allocators. Table 1 gives the
results. We left the consumption for sed out since
it was to low.

alloc. \ app. perl gcc sed
dlmalloc 28.3 387 67.3 101 6.3
gnumalloc 20.8 443 68.1 101 6.6
hoard 20.7 520 73.0 109 6.0
jemalloc 20.5 445 71.1 105 6.3
tcmalloc 20.6 404 76.3 110 6.4
lockless 19.6 464 66.3 107 6.0

Table 1: Comparison of the allocator performance
for several system programs. For each program its
running time is in seconds (left) and memory con-
sumption in MiB (right) are given.

In our benchmark, the script for perl is using all
four cores, but gcc and sed are both single threaded.
The allocators behave similarly, with and excep-
tion of dlmalloc, which is slow when executing perl
script, but has the lowest memory consumption.

Notice that, in the perl scenario, the maximum
relative difference in running time and memory con-
sumption is more than 40% and 30%, respectively.
Hence, memory allocation mechanism may have a
significant impact on the application performance.

3.3 Benchmark Program

Our benchmark program is written in the C pro-
gramming language and uses both linked list as well
as red-black tree data structure [6] to store objects
of different sizes. The stored objects are either
strings of various lengths or structures containing
integer numbers.

The choice of data structures is based on the
reasoning that locality plays a greater role in us-
ing a linked list than a binary tree: for the latter,
the memory blocks reserved for the tree nodes get
scattered around in the memory as the tree grows.
Because of this, the choice was made to set the

number of elements in red-black trees lower than in
linked lists.

Notice also, that when the size of red-black tree
grows, objects get scattered around in memory be-
cause of node rotations. For this reason, the trees
should be stored in as few different pages as pos-
sible, in order to avoid translation lookaside buffer
misses as much as possible.

In a single-thread scenario, the benchmark pro-
cess consists of five phases. In each phase the blocks
are allocated, then evaluated for the specified num-
ber of times, and finally at the end, the allocated
blocks are returned to the allocator. During the
evaluation phase, the blocks in a linked list are read
and modified, while the blocks in a tree remain un-
changed. In the multi-thread scenario the number
of phases remains the same, but the work is divided
equally among the threads.

3.4 Locality of Allocated Blocks

In this section we examine the impact of the lo-
cality of the allocated blocks on the performance
of programs. Our benchmark program spawns four
threads to utilize all four cores of the test environ-
ment. Workload per thread is the same, and in-
cludes allocation of blocks of different sizes and in-
sertion of objects into a linked list or a red-black
tree. All objects in both data structures are read
from or written to the memory at least once and
at the most 1000 times; this test factor is called
the number of evaluations and defines four test sce-
narios, i.e., with 1, 10, 1000, and 1000 of object
evaluations per each phase.

The running times of our locality benchmark
program are given in Table 2. Here, the lockless
allocator performed the best in all four test sce-
narios. It is tightly followed by jemalloc, which also
performs extremely well with higher number of eval-
uations. The dlmalloc allocator is drastically slower
in comparison to all the others – the reason for this
is most probably due to the lock contention prob-
lem.

alloc. \ eval. 1 10 100 1000
dlmalloc 4.51 3.64 17.4 163.4
gnumalloc 0.63 1.53 11.1 107.4
hoard 0.70 1.50 9.7 91.7
jemalloc 0.42 1.22 9.3 89.7
tcmalloc 0.39 1.23 9.8 94.1
lockless 0.34 1.08 9.3 89.7

Table 2: Comparison of the performance due to the
locality of the allocated blocks. Running times are
given in seconds.

Notice that the time for allocating all blocks is



the same for all test scenarios. Thus, the column
labeled 1 also gives the upper bound on allocation
time (also for all the other scenarios). Furthermore,
comparing the columns labeled 1 and 1000 suggests
that – in the scenario of 1000 evaluations – for all
allocators except dlmalloc, the allocation time is
bellow 1%. This indicates, that blocks allocated
by gnumalloc and dlmalloc have worse locality of
allocated blocks as both performed much worse than
other allocators in case of 1000 evaluations.

Figure 1: Impact of locality on the running time. In
scenario 1 the height of dlmalloc’s bar is not to the
scale (the slowdown is actually around 7).

The relative comparison of the performance of
the allocators to the gnumalloc is depicted in Figure
1. For example, in the case of scenario 1, dlmalloc
performs several times worse than gnumalloc. How-
ever, as the number of evaluations is increasing, the
ratios seems to be converging to 1.

Here, we assume that the performance of gnu-
malloc and dlmalloc allocators is worse because of
the implementation of storing free blocks. They
both use linked lists with boundary tags method,
unlike the other allocators in the benchmark, which
group blocks of the same size together by either us-
ing bit fields or SLABs [5]. Additionally, dlmalloc
performance is worsened by not having the mecha-
nism to recognize different threads. Hence, it may
suffer from the false-sharing problem [4].

3.5 Scalability of Multi-threading

Scalability of the allocator in the context of multi-
threading is another important issue when consider-
ing a memory allocator for memory intensive server
applications. Most of the new allocators have been
developed with scalability as one of the main ob-
jectives. Some allocators use thread-local storage
which enables avoidance of specific synchronization
mechanisms. Two examples of such allocators are

lockless and tcmalloc. Nevertheless, they both ad-
ditionally (yet infrequently) use global storage, and
consequently having a lesser impact on the scalabil-
ity [8, 13].

alloc. \ threads 1 2 4
dlmalloc 21.0 21.5 41.7
gnumalloc 22.8 14.3 11.8
hoard 31.4 16.6 8.8
jemalloc 22.5 11.2 6.0
tcmalloc 24.3 11.0 6.7
lockless 18.2 9.3 5.0

Table 3: Comparison of multi-threading scalability:
running times are in seconds.

In this experiment we run the benchmark with
one, two, and four threads. The reported running
times are in Table 3. See also Figure 2 for achieved
speedups. Again lockless outperformed all the oth-
ers, and is closely followed by jemalloc. All allo-
cators except dlmalloc and gnumalloc scale very
well. However, gnumalloc still scales, but not as
much as the other allocators (excluding dlmalloc).
In particular, dlmalloc is extremely non-scalable as
its running time may even increase when using more
threads due to lock contention and possibly false-
sharing problem. As seen from the results, gnumal-
loc (which uses arenas) is less efficient than tcmal-
loc or lockless (which use thread-local storage).

Figure 2: Speedup of allocators when using more
threads.

3.6 Memory Consumption and Fragmentation

In this section we examine how efficient are mem-
ory allocators when managing their use of the main
memory. We are interested in two issues: mem-
ory consumption, i.e., the total size of memory re-
quested from the operating system, and memory
fragmentation, i.e., the difference between memory



consumption and the total size of allocated mem-
ory. Although allocators try to keep fragmentation
as low as possible, it is very common that memory
gets sacrificed in order to speed up allocations.

We have performed the similar benchmark as be-
fore (see Section 3.3), only with a smaller workload.
Additionally, we also logged memory consumption
(on every 1000th call to malloc or free function)
throughout the test. The results of the experiment
are shown in Figure 3. The abscissa shows the num-
ber of calls to the allocator through time (from the
start to the end of the test).

Figure 3: Memory usage over time.

For several allocators, e.g., gnumalloc, lockless,
the five phases of the benchmark can easily be ob-
served from the shape of the line graph. Notice also,
that despite each thread having the same workload,
some threads progress faster, which explains differ-
ent shapes of peaks in the later phases.

Observe also, that hoard and dlmalloc did not
return the reserved memory back to the system. In
particular, for dlmalloc, the reason for being so, is
that it returns memory to the system only when
there is enough free space on the top of the heap.

In the case of hoard, a decision not to return free
memory to the system seems to be a poor choice
from the point of fragmentation.

allocator average maximum
dlmalloc 138.2 151.2
gnumalloc 76.8 150.5
hoard 180.9 203.3
jemalloc 47.1 131.6
tcmalloc 57.4 131.6
lockless 61.5 132.9

Table 4: Memory consumption in MiB for the tested
allocators.

Finally, see also Table 4 for the maximum and
average memory consumption during the test. Sev-

eral allocators achieved almost the same maximum
memory consumption. In particular, dlmalloc and
gnumalloc have almost the same maximum con-
sumption, which is not unexpected because both
allocators use similar techniques for storing blocks.
Furthermore, jemalloc, tcmalloc, and lockless have
roughly the same maximum consumption, since all
three allocators use similar techniques for storing
smaller blocks.

Notice that, the point in time, where jemalloc,
tcmalloc, and lockless achieve the maximum, is the
same (see also graph in Figure 3). Hence, they have
similar fragmentation at that point.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we experimentally evaluated several
memory allocators. All of them are available under
an open-source license. We have compared speed,
scalability, locality, memory consumption, and frag-
mentation of six memory allocators. Many authors
have stressed the importance of locality of alloca-
tions, but to our knowledge there were no previous
tests or benchmarks to check those claims. We
have experimentally showed that locality of allo-
cated blocks has impact on running times.

In general, the fastest allocator we tested seems
to be lockless. It outperformed the others in both
single-threaded and multi-threaded tests. The only
drawback of lockless was a slightly bigger memory
fragmentation than the one of jemalloc and tcmal-
loc. All three allocators have comparable perfor-
mance and memory fragmentation, therefore all of
them may be considered as a replacement for gnu-
malloc, which is a default one when using GNU C
library in the Linux environment.

To the best of our knowledge the selected allo-
cators have not yet been compared with each other
in such a way. Nevertheless, there are a lot of pos-
sibilities to extend our work. For example, applica-
tion performance could be extended on a bigger set
of applications. Additionally, the benchmark pro-
gram could be extended to support more test sce-
narios and also to report more performance indica-
tors, which could ease the analysis of some issues
such as memory fragmentation.
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